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It is time for humans to consciously determine the reason and value for ones
individual existence as well as that of the collective existence of human society.
These are for each of us to contemplate very deeply.

Opening Remarks
This is a very short update, partly influenced by the nature of recent events. In the next
update, we will delve more into the questions of the human energy body and human self,
as well as the larger picture of the dark, ET’s, the human controllers, and the main ways
humans have been controlled.
During this week, volcanoes began erupting in Costa Rica, Ecuador, and Guatemala and
the historically large Katla volcano in Iceland is giving indications of new activity. The Gulf
Oil disaster continues. It is beyond random chance coincidence that a few North Sea oil
wells have been shut recently down due to “uncontrolled pressure” from a large gas
bubble in the earth’s crust. It is my sense that the Earth’s crust is internally warming,
partly due to internal dynamics preliminary to crustal/core shifts. Only small changes in
temperature are needed to begin the process of explosive methane releases from
submarine deposits of hydrates.
As I have commented before, there are many calling for prayer/meditations, etc. all with
different intentions, some frantic in tone. Such confusion can have no real effect. Over the
coming months humans will be finding many more catastrophic concerns, personally and
collectively. So is this the best response, to ask the cosmos to stop these events? Why,
because they are frightening or life-threatening? And if such naïve wishes were granted,
then humans can continue on with the insanity of business as usual? Why for?
th

To emphasize what was appeared in the May 10 update:
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Rather than “praying” to “fix” the growing number of catastrophic problems in the
world today, humans would do better to “pray” for themselves to see the “real reality”,
to reconnect to their highest origins, and to consciously determine the reason and value
for ones individual existence as well as that of the collective existence of human society.
These are for each of us to contemplate very deeply.
The better we can see what is going on from the largest possible spiritual perspective, the
less emotional trauma we will suffer personally and the better we can reconnect with the
higher light. One benefit in knowing enough of the big picture is that one knows to
decouple from the old and one knows not to keep coming back to it time and again hoping
maybe something will be different. I am being ambiguous here, referring both to those
hoping that this perverse reality humans are is somehow going to change, perhaps if
things get bad enough, someone somewhere will doing something, etc., etc., etc. –and
referring to the insane reincarnational control loops that equate to an “as above”
counterpart.
Over a long, long period of time, the human form and human consciousness has
degenerated due to being cut off from conscious access to Creator of All –and due to the
endless tinkering with human energy and human DNA by dark forces of varying agendas.
In the mass media of print, Internet, and television, humans are being prepared for
ET/alien contact that covers a wide spectrum of agendas, too wide to summarize in this
short update. There are those entities (ET’s as well as non-embodied dark forces) who for
the time being may prefer humans not to get wiped out, there are those who really do not
care one way or another as long as they get what they want, and there are those who seek
to delete most or all of humans so they can use the planet for their own version of
“creation garden”.

Last Notice for Seminar Discussion Group
We will be starting soon. If you are thinking about this, best to reply immediately so you
can get the questionnaire and invitational materials. See the end of this update to read the
first invitation. There are still a few openings.

Connecting with the Higher Light - An Experiment?
I invite everyone here to explore the spaces in between their "cellular atoms" (I made that
term up) of their human physicality to connect in to the light of Creator of All that exists in
this “in-between” space. This is a space or zone of no-substance, only the higher light.
This is what humans have that traces to the origin with the Creator of All. It is what will
mostly readily resonate with the cosmic correction energies. Because it is so non-specific,
the human “monkey mind” can do very little to interfere or distort this. Just be with it.
There is something important to this and it can become tangible/palpable fairly quickly. As
to where or what it may lead to, I cannot say right now.
My suggestion is to simply intend for this to happen, nothing complicated to visualize, just
intend it and let your energy or attention go there. (There is no technique to intention. Just
simpleminded clarity with no attachment to outcomes.) I also suggest you to connect calm
and gentle breathing to it as well as your attention. It is as if you are breathing througth
this “space”. For some it is helpful to have simple distractions such as gardening, walking,
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or doing small activities, during which it can be accessed more fluidly, so one does not
have to be an experienced “meditator”. For those who are very well developed in their
inner seeing abilities, then this should be very interesting.
This is “you” that you are exploring, it is not the same as risky exploring “out there”. It is
your energy and your connection to true Creator.
Please feel free to write of your experiences with this (info@pfcn.net) . I will also share
selected feedback anonymously among those who are reporting in on this.

The Gulf of Mexico Oil “Volcano”
The bent riser pipe is eroding away by the force of the oil, gases, and other materials from
the earth. When this section breaks, the flow of oil will likely increase substantially. It is
most likely that attempts to reduce or stop this disaster will fail and some will result in an
in increase in the flow of oil, gases, and various other crustal material. It is likely that in
the coming months, extreme measures will undertaken that will result in even greater
catastrophe.
Surface spraying is driving oil down 20-30 ft under the surface. Fumes from oil and
dispersants are making many people very ill. Many of these volatile compounds are
known carcinogens as well as being simply dangerous to inhale. New oil flows noticed
deep underwater appear transparent suggesting something closer to a solution of oil,
water, and chemicals. This is in addition to the initial underwater flow that is headed into
the Gulf Stream current. In addition to the poisonous nature of the dispersants and the
raw petroleum, there is also the synthetic drilling fluid “mud” that is both poisonous and
carcinogenic.
The Gulf has been an important source of various shellfish and fish for human meat
consumption and related economic activities, and it is an important breeding grounds and
food source for many Atlantic fish that are also pursued for human meat consumption.
In less than one year a major source of ocean-based meat for human consumption will be
gone. The oceanic eco-system will collapse and there will be vast dead zones that harbor
various type of microorganisms, some of which are toxic. Globally, the major oceanic and
large inland lake fisheries used for human meat consumption are becoming depleted or
are depleted. More and more fish farming and fish and shellfish farming are being created
resulting in toxic soups that yield toxic foods and destroy the health and genes of wild
ocean animals.
Oil and chemicals in the Gulfstream currents will also have some effect on its flow and
temperature, etc. For maps of the main currents, see
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=1080.msg4620#msg4620
Inland ground and surface water contamination is likely from storms and earthquakes.
The hurricane season is officially expected to be 85% above normal season in terms of
overall magnitude and number of major storms. Even moderate tropical storms that are
more common will aerosolize toxic Gulf waters and deposit them far inland. Toxic
biological byproducts from the inevitable dead zones will result in additional health
hazards. The result will be air, water, and soil contamination that will contribute to a
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growing disaster that will influence enormous population movements and make many
agricultural activities impossible. There are stockpiled along the coast and on supply ships
unusually large quantities of toxic chemicals hauled in for the oil disaster. If these were
damaged in a storm, the potential expands for an even greater immediate crisis.
The likelihood of earthquakes connected with this whole situation is very high. In addition,
there is tsunami potential from a seafloor deformation in the Gulf. Beyond this, there is
the possibility of the New Madrid fault zone being triggered. For explanation and graphics
see http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=1080.msg4604#msg4604.
If I lived within 100 to 200 miles of the Gulf or SE Atlantic coastal region, I would now be
looking to relocate before the situation becomes forced. Seriously.
This event is part of a global war, it is not “simply” the result of human incompetence and
arrogance and greed, that only makes for easier complicity. It is an engineered event, part
of WW3 that is presently being kept “below the public radar”, even while there are public
slips of speech that indicate the utter callousness and contempt for life by those most
involved.

Moves Toward War
The Korea situation will for a short time be used to distract people. While it ultimately
does not matter one bit, in the short run it is best not to be fooled by North versus South
conflict banter. This is one of the flashpoints for the outward expansion of WW3 and
involves factions of the human and dark side powers-that-wanna-be.
Israel-Iran-Syria-etc. are also moving into a period this summer of a higher potential for
open war, including the use of nuclear weapons. Those forces that most seek to instigate
this are aware that if they expect USA military forces to become heavily involved, then
they will need to move on their plans. If they wait too long, they may find that global
events will make their plans irrelevant and unworkable.

Economy and You - Last Call
If you have intentions to buffer yourself as much as possible from what is developing in
human global social-economic disorder or from the re-ordering of the planetary
environment, then it is best to get on with things now. Those people with whom you
share a high commonality are the ones who need to consider how to share and cooperate
with one another now. If it is to relocate to somewhere that offers a physically gentler
transition on this planet, then best to act upon this now. Consider food, water, and daily
necessities. What are you waiting for?
There are too many people already in the early shades of “tonic immobility” in the face of
various scenarios of oncoming catastrophe. This sort of stress can either impel one to new
levels of consciousness or block such access. Ultimately it is your inner space where there
will be found spiritual peace and freedom. Somehow, I think consciously taking a gentler
route can be preferable.
//END
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